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Purpose

The Purpose of this presentation is:

based on our practices, we explain the method to 
analyze and predict performance of organizations 
and projects with limited and possibly poor quality 
data.
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Background 1

Organizations
Management needs reasonable analysis and 
prediction to estimate their budget for the next 
year –without further cost to collect and analyze 
data.
Projects
One of the goals of projects is to deliver products 
which work(at least).
The more they would get budget, the more they 
would use it for time and people – not for data.
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Background 2

With poor quality data, we need to make 
reasonable analysis and suggestion to the 
management.

Have you done this before?
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In Japan

For most Japanese organizations, CMMI is still 
one of the brand-new methods of process 
improvements. There are small numbers of 
CMMI high-maturity companies.

But “made in Japan” is the brand.

What is the key?
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4 steps

1 Identify the problems
2 gather objective data
3 use statistical analysis
4 build a model using a forecasting target 

variable
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Step1: Identify the problems

What is the biggest concern for our organization?

What does the management need to know in the 
whitepaper this year? 

…
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Step 2: Gather objective data

e.g. money, a number of staffs, lines of code, 
time in each phase, a number of errors found 
in each test, etc. 

We carefully omit subjective data such as how 
difficult the projects are, how skillful the staffs 
are, etc.
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Step 3: Use statistical analysis

Try statistical analysis listed below:
• regression
• correlation
• analysis of variance
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Step 4: Build a model

Build a model using a forecasting target variable 
(e.g., number of failures, etc.) with usable 
data obtained above.
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Example of Step 1: 

How can we decrease defects?
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Example of Step 2: 

This is a sample data excerpted from a real performance 
data set of an organization. It is collected for “application”
whitepaper.

Subjective!
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Example of Step 2-(2): 

Then make a subset excel data.
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Example of Step 3: 
Import this subset data to “minitab” and see if 
there is significant correlation between variables.
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Example of Step3-(2): 

Result and formula are as shown below:

Num. of defects 
= - 150 + 0.140 total system size / (proper + 
vender(FP))
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Example of Step 4: 

Input the identified variables and the formula to “ithink”, 
and make a model. An example can be as shown 
below:
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Example of Step 4-(2): 

Run the model and see the output.
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Result 1 

These metrics shows:
•Number of defects is decreasing at a certain 
rate and is on the ground in 14 months.

→assign appropriate amount of cost(people) to 
the organization for 14 months.
It would be better than taking a risk to upset the 
on-going project with causing a big change to 
decrease defects.
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Result 2 

Management needs to know the method to  
decrease defects.
Model shows if measures listed below can be 
decreased, number of defects can be decreased.

•Total size of system
•Develop size per person
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Result 3 

→It is effective to educate engineers to know the 
way not to develop:
•design techniques should be skilled.
• general knowledge of system and the 
organization should be understood.

This is an investment plan, not a painkiller.
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Another Example of Step 1: 

How can we prevent project overrun?
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Example of Step 2: 

This is a sample data excerpted from a real performance data 
set of an organization. It is collected for project whitepaper.

Subjective!
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Example of Step 2-(2): 

Then make a subset excel data.
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Example of Step 3: 
Import this subset data to “minitab” and see if there is significant 
correlation between variables.
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Example of Step3-(2): 

Result and formula are as shown below:

“outliners”

overrun (the size not completed)
=0.119 + 0.034 * num. of defects
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Example of Step 4: 

Input the identified variables and the formula to “ithink”, 
and make a model. An example can be as shown 
below:
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Example of Step 4-(2): 

Run the model and see the output.
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Result 1 

•There are few variables which are significantly related.
•Statistical relationship between time and cost is too weak.
This result shows that project members do their best 
effort(as a hidden effort) not to cause overrun enough to 
bend statistical analyzing.

In this case, no one can make accurate estimation.
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Result 2: Interpretation

But every project must make estimation and 
each project must go on based on the budget.
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Result 3: Recommendation

•Educate project engineers to improve their 
estimation accuracy.
•Educate project managers to improve their 
estimation review quality.

This is a plan to decrease “hidden effort” and 
increase the transparency of project performance.
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Benefit of this Stat-Modeling approach 1

As shown above, data, analysis, 
recommendations are:
•simple
•easy to understand intuitively
•focus on a part rather than entire organization

Simple and intuitive model works.
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Benefit of this Stat-Modeling approach 2

If you keep focus on the intuitive variables and keep 
making models straightforward,
•You don’t waste too much time for getting involved in the 
model.
•Management, project members and SEPG members can 
communicate with the same language.

If you keep models simple, it works. 
(Your due is to support projects and organization!)
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Traps for modelers

•You may want to make a big model, put every 
variable into the model and explain everything.
•The more variables used, the more the model is 
difficult.
•No one but you can understand and use the big 
complicated model.
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Traps for data guys 1

Data guy can be…
•Enthusiastic data collector
•Nervous to data quality
•If there is no significant relationships among 
variables, he will drop the data from his head.

Data doesn’t lie!
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Traps for data guys 2

P value > 0.05 → “reject the hypothesis”
This is just a statistical general rule.
In real environment, it can be a big massage, 
specially when the result is against your guess.

There is a turning point: do you accept the 
hidden message and analyze closely, or just 
reject it?
Who judge it?  →We need skilled engineers. 
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The essential element: skilled person

As we discussed above, this approach needs 
appropriate educated people. Expecting 
educations are as follows:
•(software) development experiences
•understanding dynamics of project (processes) 
(→PSP etc.)
•skills for statistical analysis (minitab etc.)
•skills for modeling (ithink etc.)
•on-the-job training to develop the engineers’
intuition and hunch
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Prerequisites

It is necessary to invest a considerable amount 
of education in advance.
(You should convince the management.)

It is also necessary to campaign to management 
in order to build skills to understand this 
approach(as reviewers).
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Problems 1

On implementing this approach, problems 
occurred:
•If recommendations to the problems are not 
what management want to know, they could be 
rejected. (e.g. page 18, painkiller)
•Recommendations sounded “just too right”.
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Problem 2

e.g.: A patient complains of severe palpitation and a mild heart attack. 
Doctor uses freely statistical – Model approach and tell the patient:
Overeating, inactivity, hypertension and hyperlipemia are suspected. 
Check your dietary habits, exercise more, and improve your physical 
constitution.
→Right! But please stop this symptom now!

e.g. project manager complains uncontrolable overrun. They are in 
serious “death march”. Statistical-modeling guy uses this approach 
and tell the manager:
Estimation seminar and design seminar can improve your project 
productivities.
→Right!
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Conclusion

•Do not expect quality data in real environment. If 
it is, it’s just a luck.
•Analysis and recommendations should be in 
simple and intuitive terms. Do not use “I know 
stat.” terms.
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In Japan 2

•Keep it simple
•Focus on parts
(not a whole view/not an entire organization)
•Educate management, project managers/members
•Educate statistical-modeling person(as an outliner)
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Contact us

Shinobu Minamikawa (YARNE and Company)
shinobu@yarneandcompany.com
+81-80-3094-0517

Yoshinobu Yamamura(YARNE and Company)
yamamura@yarneandcompany.com
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